Did you know that ULI Minnesota:

• Promotes four key initiatives through diverse partnerships and concrete action plans that drive decision making focused on **Housing**, **Transportation**, the **Environment** and **Job Growth**.

• Engages over **130 private/public leaders** through its active advisory committees, co-chaired by a mayor and real estate industry leader.

• Sustains the nationally recognized **Regional Council of Mayors (RCM)**, founded in 2005, which is a collaborative partnership that provides a non-partisan platform among 45 Mayors that gather monthly to focus on building action strategies to raise the region’s overall economic competitiveness and quality of life.

• Partners with public/private leaders to advance: **Regional Job Growth Initiatives**, and **Southwest LRT Corridor Community Works**, both are aimed at strengthening our economy by accelerating a productive, sustainable and inclusive regional economy.

• Facilitates **UrbanPlan**, a realistic, engaging and academically challenging classroom-based curriculum providing high school seniors hands-on experience with the issues, tradeoffs and economics of urban redevelopment.

• Supports the **Young Leaders Group**, with over 100 members, through mentorship, education, and networking.

ULI Minnesota offers:

• **Building a Foundation**, a comprehensive 9-month real estate development education curriculum.

• **Navigating the New Normal**, a workshop for cities that provides a practical approach to the new challenges of redevelopment.

• Timely and relevant **education programs** including workshops, brown bags, mobile tours, continuing education credits and networking.

To learn more:  Minnesota.uli.org – a comprehensive information resource  Caren Dewar, Executive Director, caren.dewar@uli.org, 612-759-1016  Katherine Anderson, Associate, katherine.anderson@uli.org, 612-338-1332